
SOLID GOLD
LOADING INSTRUCTIONS
COMMODORE 64 CASSETTE
Press SHIFT and RUN/STOP keys together. Press PLAY on the cassette recorder.
COMMODORE 64 DISK
Type LOAD “*”,8,1 and press RETURN.
COMMODORE 128 
Play in 64 mode.
SPECTRUM CASSETTE
Type LOAD ”” and press ENTER. Press PLAY on your cassette recorder. 
SPECTRUM +3
Turn on your computer. Insert selected side of disk into drive and press ENTER. Follow 
screen prompts where required.
AMSTRAD CASSETTE
Press CTRL and SMALL ENTER and then press PLAY on your cassette recorder. 
AMSTRAD DISK
Type “RUN” DISK and press ENTER. Game will load automatically.
Each game is individually loaded so for the second game on each side stop the recorder 
after the first game has loaded and switch off the computer then on again and repeat 
loading procedure. You may find it worthwhile to make a note of the counter reference 
on the cassette player. For ease we have included a grid for you.

IMPORTANT:
Please read this instruction sheet carefully before commencing game play.

GAUNTLET

THE HEROES
THOR the Wanior

ARMOUR: Tough skin -  eliminates 20% of damage.
SHOT POWER: Excellent -  twice normal power.
HAND TO HAND: Excellent -  Battle Axe -  can destroy generators. 
MAGIC POWER: Poor -  damages most monsters and no generators. 

THYRA the Valkyrie
ARMOUR: Shield -  eliminates 30% of damage.
SHOT POWER: Poor.
HAND TO HAND: Good -  Sword -  can destroy generators.
MAGIC POWER: Moderate -  damages most monsters and generators. 

MERLIN the Wizard 
ARMOUR: None.
SHOT POWER: Good.
HAND TO HAND: Poor -  Bare Hands -  cannot destroy generators. 
MAGIC POWER: Excellent -  damages all monsters and generators. 

QUESTORthe Elf
ARMOUR: Leather -  eliminates 10% of damage.
SHOT POWER: Poor.
HAND TO HAND: Moderate -  Dagger -  cannot destroy generators. 
MAGIC POWER: Very good -  destroys almost all monsters and generators.

THE VILLAINS
The monsters pour out of the generators which lie throughout the dungeons. Each 
generator creates a specific type ofmonsteri.e. ghosts or demons. There are three levels 
of generator, (he strongest producing the toughest monsters. Shoot the generators destroy 
them. Monsters too, have three strengths, the most powerful taking three hits to kill.

GHOSTS: Stay away from ghosts. They hit you only once and 
disappear. One kit hurts alot. Shoot ghosts, do not run into them!

GRUNTS: Grants will run up to you and hit you with their clubs over 
and over. Either move the joystick towards them to fight them 
hand-to-hand or shoot them.

DEMONS: Demons will try to shoot fireballs at you if they can, or if 
they are too close they will bite you again and again. Fireballs hurt 
more than biting does. Either move the joystick toward them to fight 
hand-to-hand or shoot them.

LOBBERS: Lobbers will try to lob rocks over walls and other things 
in the maze to hit you. They will also try to ran away from you. Tty 
to shoot them or trap them in a comer and fight them hand-to-hand.

SORCERERS: Sorcerers try to fool you by disappearing while moving. 
When they are invisible, your shots will go through them. Either move 
the joysdck towards them to fight hand-to-hand or shoot them.

DEATH: Death will drain health from you. He will take up to 200 
points and then die. The only way to kill Death is with magic. Don’t 
even think about fighting him hand-to-hand!

SHSPUNGSONS
Around the dungeons ate objects to collect and avoid:
POTIONS: Some potions can be shot although their effect is less powerful when they 
are collected and used.
SPECIAL POTIONS: These behave as normal potions when shot but endow the player 
with special abilities if collected.
These include:

K7 EXTRA ARMOUR -  increases protection
EXTRA MAGIC POWER -  increases the effect of potions 

V_ EXTRA SHOT SPEED -  increases missile speed 
®  EXTRA SHOT POWER -  increases damage inflicted by missiles 

EXTRA FIGHT POWER -  increases hand to hand combat ability, 
njm, EXTRA PICK UP POWER -  increases carrying ability from ten to 
V i fifteen times.

FOOD: Plates of meat increase health by 100 and give a bonus of 100 score points. 
CIDER: Oder bottles can be shot and destroyed. When drunk this acts like food. 
POISONED CIDER: This can be shot. When drunk, takes one special power or a potion 
and 100 health points!
KEYS: Score 100 points for collecting. Use keys to open doors.
TREASURE: Treasure chests cannot be shot but give 100 points when collected. 
AMULET: This magic devices confers limited invisibility on the wearer for a shorttime. 
WALLS: In general walls are impenetrable objects, but some walls crumble when shot. 
TRAPS: These glowing patterns on the floor make some walls disappear when stepped on. 
TRANSPORTERS: Glorying red discs on the floor, transport players to the nearest visible 
transporter. If several transporters are the same distance away, then one is chosen at 
random. There are ways to influence your direction. Can you find them?
EXITS: These labelled holes lead down tp the next level or to the one specified. 
Treasure rooms appear randomly and the-player has a fixed time to collect as many 
valuables as possible within a time limit. There is no score unless the player escapes.
Id general players are immune to the other player’s shots but in some areas of the dungeon, 
missiles can stun or injure fellow players.
If players do not fight for about half a minute, the locked doors will disappear, freeing 
all of the monsters. Eventually, if players still avoid combat then all of the walls turn into

Important: Gauntlet C64 Cassette
At prompt to insert cassette side 2 zeroise the tape counter instead. All data for Gauntlet 
ison side 1 oi this cassette. When theend of the (ape is reached, rewind tape to zero and 
press PLAY.

BASIC INSTRUCTIONS
Chose a one or two player game and the character you want to portray by pointing the 
jrsnrrleraod pressing the FTRP BUTTON when asked ><> do so New players eanenter 
the game whenever they like by pressing the FIRE BUTTON . If a two player game 
had not been selected at the start, the computer will choose a random character for the 
new player to use. How long you last depends upon your health. Health is lost by contact 
with the monsters and as rime elapses. It can be regained by picking up the food which 
can be found in the maze. Be careful, somefood can be destroyed by your shots and some 
may be poisoned.
The object of the game is to survive the monsters’ attacks for as long as possible whilst 
competing for food, treasure and magic potions. You must also search the maze to find 
the exit to the next level.

HINTS

iSSEEitFiiir-
•  Food increases health by 100 poinis.
•  Poisoned food looks a little different to normal food.

« Playing as a team will give you the best chance of survival.
•  Stay away from Death unless you have a magic potion.
•  Co-operate in Treasure Rooms.

1985 by Atari Games.

LEADER BOARD
ACCESS welcomes you to the exciting world of professional golf with LEADER BOARD, 
LEADER BOARD is the most realistic golf game ever developed for the home computer 
because it gives you a true perspective view of each golf shot you take.
LEADER BOARD isagame of concentration, coordination and control. You will need 
to judge distance accurately in choosing your club and power of your swing. With practice, 
you will soon be playing LEADER BOARD like a touring professional.

OBJECT OF THE GAME is to sink the ball into each hole by hitting the ball with a 
club the least number of rimes possible. Avoidhazardsthat add extra “strokes” (hits with 
the club) to your score. Low score wins.

CBM64/128 (Cassette)
1. Plug a joystick into port # 2 (rear port).

2. Turn on the monitor and the computer.

POWER INDICATOR

Pre-putt section 
(for timing only)Power section (Release button to set power)

Indicator starts here when button is pressed
Approximate
distance ball 
will travel on 
level ground

READING THE SCORE M
The scoring indicatorisdisplayedonthe right ofthe screen. Theindicator shows which 
player is hitting, which players are in the hole,how many strokes each has taken to this 
hole, and howeach player’s total score compares to par for the course. Par represents the 
number of strokes a good player should have used by the time he or she got to (his hole.
If your score is ‘-5’ for example, that means that you are 5 strokes under par or 5 strokes 
less than the good player (which is good). An ‘E’ means you are even par or just equal 
to the good player. A ‘+5’ means you’re 5 strokes over par. The par comparisons do not 
reflect the scores for the current hole.

SCORING INDICATOR 
JACK -  Name of player now hitting

1 2 - 2  <2 Under Par)
2 2 - 3  (3 Under Par)-*-----  This player is leading
3 3 E (Even Par)
4 3 +1(1 Over Par) -*------ This player is last

Number of strokes 

(Does not include this hole)

Player Number 
(Turns red when 
player is hitting)

Number of strokes 
taken on this hole 
(Turns blue when finished)

RULES FOR SCORING
1. You receive 1 point (stroke) each time you hit the ball, regardless of the distance it 

travels, from the time you tee off until you sink the ball into the hole.
2. Youreceivea penalty if you hit a ball out of bounds, intoawater hazard orintothemud.

RULES OF THE GAME
1. PLAY AS IT LAYS. You must play the ball from the position in which it lands. 

Exceptions are out of bounds and those that land in the water or mud. (See below).
2. OUT OF BOUNDS. If your swing rakes the bail out of hounds, you will hear a 

BUZZER. You are penalised distance and the ball is returned to its original position.
It is still your turn.

3. IN THE WATER. If your ball lands in a water hazard, you will set and hear a 
SPLASH. You are penalised distance and the ball isautomatically placed back at the 
point from which you took your shot in the fiist place.

4. IN THE MUD. If your ball hits the side of an island, it will stick in the mud and 
have to be replayed. Occasionally you will find other small hazards that do not appear
to be grass. Do not land in them as your lie will be considered to be unplayable and 
you will have to hit again.

5. THECOMPUTER will take the same point of view as the playerin determining the 
playability of a ball that has come to rest. If, after moving up closer, the ballis found 
to be in mud or water, the computer will place asmall pad under the ball so the player 
can hit it. Just consider it a 'lucky bounce’.

METHODS OF PLAY
1 PLAYER
In this game you play alone, either against par or your own best score. YoudoNOT play
against the computer.
2 OR MORE PLAYERS
1. After each player has teed off on Hole 1, the player who is farthest away from the hole 

shoots first, the player who is next farthest away shoots second, etc. If, after your shot, 
you are still away (farthest from the hole), it is still your turn. You continue until you 
are no longer away.

2. When a player has hit his ball andhis turn is over, his ball will not appear on screen 
again until it is his turn.

3. Decide the order in which players tee off when names are typed in at the beginning 
of the game. This order will determine which score readout is yours throughout the 
game. If you teeoff second on Hole 1, the second readout will always indicate your score.

4. After a hole has been played, the playerwith the lowest score on that hole tees off first
on the next hole. This is called “having the honour”. Since the score is kept on each 
hole, you will be able to determine from it who has the honour. The computer also 
keeps track and automatically changes the colour of the score readout for the player 
who has the honour.

METHODS OF SCORING
1 PLAYER AGAINST PAR
Compete against your best score and the golf course by trying to come in under par. 
Depending on the course, a very skilled player can score 10 - 20 strokes under par on 
eighteen holes.
2 OR MORE PLAYERS
MEDAL PLAY (Singles or Partners). Winner is determined by total of all strokes (points) 
for entire game. Low score wins.
MATCH PLAY (Singles or Partners). Each individual bole is awarded to the player or 
team with the lowest score on that hole. At game’s end the player or team with the most 
holes won takes the game.
BEST BALL (Partners only). Method of scoring for either Medal or Match Play. Best 
score by either partner on a team is used as the team's score.
NOTE: If you decide on a Match Play or Best Ball game, you will need to keep track of 
your scores on a separate sheet of paper. The computer does not keep score in this manner. 

GAME TIPS
1. Be sure to CHECK YOUR CLUB -  Check to make sure the golf club you want to 

use is displayed. When you are making final direction adjustment, the golf club can 
sometimes change accidentally.

2. Always go to the Driving Range before starting. This allows you to get the correct 
timing on your swing.

3. Remember that the wind can make a substantial difference to your shot, especially 
short irons and your pitching wedge.

4. Try to avoid hitringyour ball onto theedge ofthe green far away from the hole. The 
greens are large with downhill and uphill breaks and if you are too far from the hole, 
you may require 2 putts to get to the hole. Remember: You MUST use your putter 
on the green.

5. Be extra careful in judging distance over water. If your ball falls short and lands in 
the water, it’ll cost you a distance penalty.

6. Learn to use the hook and slice. They can be used to your advantage on difficult shots 
and when the wind is in play.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES -  CBM 64/128
DRIVING RANGE -  To get to the Driving Range Press (R) when the ‘Select Player’
screen appears. Exit by pressing (/.)
ABORT FEATURE- You can return to the 'Select Player’ screen from almost any point 
in the game by pressing {/-) This will cancel the game in progress.
REPLAY FEATURE-lfyou wish to start over at the 1st hole without changing names, 
etc. press P from the 'Select Player’ screen.
AUTOMATIC DEMO -  If left unattended for one minute the computet will start the 
demo. You may start the automatic demo by pressing D from the ‘Select Player’ screen. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING
IF YOUR SHOTS HAVE NO POWER- Either you are releasing the button too soon, 
too late, ornot at all during the backswing. Press the button to start the swing and hold 
it down until the club is at the top (highest point) of the backswing and then release. 
IF YOUR SHOTS CURVE BADLY LEFT OR RIGHT -  You are not pressing the 
button just as the club hits the ball. Re-read the section on “Swinging the Club and Hitting 
the Ball” and practice your timing on the NOVICE level.

WINTER GAMES
MOMENT OF TRUTH
You’rean athlete atthe 1988Winter Games at Calgary, Alberta, Canada, You’reabout 
to move across snow and ice with as much speed, strength, endurance and grace as 
you can muster in the blustery cold.
This is the winter portion ofthe world’s foremost amateur sports competition. You’ll 
match your skills against the top athletes from a hundred countries.

OBJECTIVES
WINTER GAMES challenges your competitive skills with a series of athletic contests for 
one to eight players (one to four Spectrum and Amstrad version). You can compere in 
seven challenging winter events -

Ski Jump, Bobsled, Figure Skating, Freestyle Skating, Hot Dog Aerials,
Speed Skating and Biathlon (cross-country skiing and rifle shooting).

Practice each event first to hone your skills. Then choose from the 18 countries you can 
represent in the competition, and go for the gold!

WINTER GAMES provides judges, keeps scores, and awards medals to the winners -  
the Gold for first, the Silver for second, and the Bronze for third place. If you break a 
“World Record”, WINTER GAMES trill save your name and display it on a special 
World Records screen.

Ge; ready to give it your best -  and remember the motto of the ancient Greek athletes: 
Grins -  Altius -  Fortius 

“Faster -  Higher -  Stronger

STARTING PLAY (C64 VERSION)
Opening Ceremony
A spectacular opening ceremony welcomes you to WINTER GAMES. An athlete bearing 
the flaming torch mounts the steps to light the sacred fire that bunts night and day 
throughout the WINTER GAMES. White doves are released over the stadium, to 
symbolize peace on earth. Let the games begin!

How to Play
Once theopening ceremony concludes,a menu screen offers you a choice of six options. 
Tomakea selection, use your joystick to movethecursortoyourchoice, then press the 
FIRE BUTTON.

OPTION 1: COMPETE IN ALL EVENTS
Compete in all seven events: Ski Jump, Bobsled, Figure Skating, Hot Dog Aerials, 
Freestyle Skating, Speed Skating, and Biathalon. Thecomputer keeps a running rally of 
medals awarded to each player.

•  To enter your name, type your name on the keyboard and press RETURN.

•  To choose your country, use the joystick or the cursor keys to move totheflag of your 
choice, then press the FIRE BUTTON to select that country.
(To listen to the country’s anthem, type S.)

•  Repeat name and country selection for each additional player (up to eight). When all 
players’ names and countries are entered, press RETURN.

•  A verification screen appears. If all names and countries are correct, select YES with 
the joystick and press the FIRE BUTTON, or type Y. To delete names and start 
again, select No or type N.

OPTION 2: COMPETE IN ONE EVENT ONLY (DISK ONLY)
Similar to OPTION 1, but you only compete in the event you select.
•  Use the joystick to choose the event, then press the FIRE BUTTON, (or type the key 

matching the event number)

OPTION 3: PRACTICE ONE EVENT (DISK ONLY)
No scores are kept during practice rounds.
•  Move the joystick to choose the event, then press the FIRE BUTTON. (Or type the 

key matching the event number).

OPTION 4: NUMBER OF JOYSTICKS
For one player: plug your joystick into Port #2 and select 1.
For two players: plug botlt joysticks in and select l.
•  Select 1 or 2 by pressing the FIRE BUTTON (Or type 1 or 2).

OPTION 5: SEE WORLD RECORDS
Displays the highest score recorded in all events, with the name and country of the player 
who achieved each world record.
•  Press the FIRE BUTTON to return to the menu.

OPTION 6: OPENING CEREMONIES (DISK ONLY)
Repeats the opening ceremonies.

STARTING PLAY {SPECTRUM VERSION)

A menu screen offers you a choice of options. To make a selection, use the SPACE KEY 
to move the cursor to your choice, then press the ENTER button.
OPTION 1: COMPETE IN ALL EVENTS
The computer keeps a running tally of medals awarded to each player. To enter your 
name, type your name on the keyboard and press ENTER. Repeat name 
selection for each additional player (up to four). When all players’ names are entered, 
press ENTER.
OPTION 2: COMPETE IN ONE EVENT
Similar to OPTION 1, but you only compete in the event you select. Use the SPACE 
KEY to choose the event, then press ENTER.
OPTION 3: PRACTICE ONE EVENT 
No scores are kept during practice rounds.
Move the SPACE KEY to choose the event, then press ENTER.
OPTION 4: JOYSTICKS
If a one player game is selected the player may use any joystick. If two or more players 
wish to play then they cannot select the same joystick interface. Each player must selects 
different interface. Any number of players can select to use the keyboard.
OPTION 5: SEE WORLD RECORDS
Displays the highest score recorded in all events, with the name of theplayer 
who achieved each world record. Press the FOIE BUTTON to return to the menu.

STARTING PLAY (AMSTRAD VERSION)
Opening Ceremonies (Disk version only)
A spectacular opening ceremony welcomes you to WINTER GAMES. An athlete bearing 
the flaming torch mounts the steps to light the sacred fire that bunts night and day 
throughout the WINTER GAMES. White doves are released over the stadium, to 
symbolize peace on earth. Let the games begin! Press the SPACE BAR to continue.

How to Play
Once the opening ceremony concludes, a menu screen offers you a choiceof six options, 
i  o make a selection, press the SPACE BAR to run down the menu and then press ENTER 
or simply press the number on the keyboard corresponding with your choice.
OPTION 1: COMPETE IN ALL EVENTS
Compete in all seven events (disk): Ski Jump, Bobsleigh, Figure Skating, Hotdog, Free 
Skating, Speed Skating, and Biathalon, The computer keeps a running tally of medals 
awarded to each player.
•  To enter your name, type your name on the keyboard and press ENTER.
•  Repeal entering names for each additional player (up to 4).
OPTION 2: COMPETE DJ ONE EVENT
Similar to OPTION 1, but you only compete in the event you select.
•  To choose which event you wish to compete in, press the SPACE BAR until your 

event is highlighted and then press ENTER.
OPTION 3: PRACTICE ONE EVENT 
No scores are kept during practice rounds.
•  To choose thfevent you wish to practice in,press the SPACE BAR until your event 

is highlighted and then press ENTER.
OPTION 4: SELECT NUMBER OF PLAYERS (X)
To select a number of players, press the SPACE BAR to option 4 and press ENTER. 
This will increment the number of players and display it in brackets at the far right of 
optionfour. If the number four is in thebracketsand this option is chosen, the number 
of players will go back to one.
OPTION 5: CHANGE GAME CONTROLS
Select this option if you do not wish to play with the joystick. You will be prompted to 
enter the keys you wish to use for LEFT, RIGHT, UP, DOWN and FIRE.
If more than one player is competing in Winter Games you will be asked to define a 
second set of keys. Players 1 and 3 will use the keys selected for Player 1 and Players 2 
and 4 will use the keys selected for Flayer 2.
Initially the controls are set for joystick, if you should select the Keyboard Control and 
then decide to use a joystick simply select Option 5 and push the joystick LEFT, RIGHT, 
etc. in response to the prompts.
IMPORTANT:
If there is more than one competitor it is important to select different controls for each 
player since problems will arise if the same controls areused for thespeed skating where 
players can compete against one another.
OPTION 6: SEE WORLD RECORDS
This displays the highest score recorded in all events, with the name of the player who 
achieved each world record.
OPTION 7: SEE OPENING CEREMONIES (DISK ONLY)
Repeats the opening ceremonies.

Figure Skating
Figure Skating (Short Program) is a one-minufe, timed exercise of seven compulsory 
movements: Camel Spin, Sit Spin, Double Axel lump, Triple Axel Jump, Double Lntz 
Jump, T  riple Lutz Jump, and Camel into SitSpn. You can perform the sevenmovements 
in any order you choose. It’s the grace and form of your skating that count!

•  Press the FIRE BUTTON to start Figure Skating.
•  To begin a movement, point the joystick inlhe direction of the movement you w; 

to make and press the FIRE BUTTON.
•  To COMPLETE a movement, centre the joystick and press the FIRE BUTTON,
•  To SKATE BACKWARD, centre the joystpt and press the FIRE BUTTON. 
These are the key figure skating movements, iij their relative joystick positions: 
Joystick Controls: Figure Skating and Free Skating

DOUBLE 
AXEL JUMP

SKATE
FORWARD

TRIPLE 
AXEL JUMP

MOVEMENT POINTS
Camel Spin .7
Sit Spin ' .7
Double Axel Jump .6
Triple Axe! Jump 1.1
Double Lutz .6
Triple Lutz 1.1
Camel into Sit Spin 1.2
Total 6.0

•  Total Score Penalties 
,7 Point penalty for each fall.
,2 Point penalty for each awkward movemtnt.

%
Free Skating
In Free Skating competition, you choose the ji mps rod spins, inventing your

complete the program. 
f(/i attempts of the seven Figure Skating 
ipleAxel, DoubleandTriple Lutz and 
closely in this event and calculate your

choreography to music. You have two minutes 
In Free Skating, you try to make three succes. I 
movements: Camel Spin, Sit Spin, Double and T - 
Camel into Sit Spin. The Judges will watch yo, 
maximum score based upon the numberof falls a id awkward movements in your routine. 
A smart perfonner will complete three attempts o +s many difficult movements as possible 
within die iwoinmuieiunii, toga the highest jxi uric score. You begin will) 6.0 points. 
The maximum score (ceiling) you can get is 6.1 -  no matter how high your total score.

Note: If you successfully complete a fourth attempt at a movement the Judges will not 
credit your score.

Free Skating Scores 
MOVEMENT 
Camel Spin 
Sit Spin
(1 ,8points maximum)
CamelintoSitSpin 
(l.Spoints maximum)
Double Lutz Jump 
Double Axel Jump
(1.2points maximum)
TripleAxetJump 
Triple Lutz Jump 
(2.4 points maximum)
Total
(6.0 Maximum Ceiling)
•  Total and Maximum Score Penalties 
PENALTY TOTAL

POINTS EACH ATTEMPT
.3
,3

.5

.2

.2

.4

.4

6.9

Fall -.5
- .2

MAXIMUM
-. 2 
-.05Awkward

Note: No penalty for failing to attempt all seven movements.
EXAMPLE:
Your Total Score 6.9 Maximum: 6.0

lFall -.5 -.2
2 Awkward* -.4 -.1

Yoor Final
Total 6.0 Score 5.7

CREDITS: Only the movements completed within the two minutes are scored. 
Movement attempts will be added to your score only if they’re successfully completed.

T*
Speed Skating
Speed Skaters can move at 30 miles per hour -  much faster than athletic track runners.
In fact, Speed Skating champions are the faste| self-propelled human beings over level

In Speed Skating, two racers skate side-by-side, ii (separate lanes, as fast as they can go!

•  When PRESS YOUR BUTTON appearson either half ofthe screen, the playerwhose 
oameappears on that half of the screen must press the joystickFIRE BUTTON. The 
next player does the same. This begins the ountdown.

•  When thecdUnt down reaches “GO” begin skating by moving the joystick to the LEFT 
and RIGHT to move your skater’s legs. Hit trick is to make the skater’s legs move 
back and forth in rhythm as in real skating.

•  Continue skating by moving the joystick back and forth in rhythmic strokes to move 
your racer’s legs. Build your natural skating rhythm faster to get up to speed -  and 
GO FOR IT!

•  The skater with the fastest time wins the race.

•  When the race is over, press the FIRE BUTTON to begin the next event.

■ y
Hot Dog Aerials
This demonstration sport tests your guts, grace and precision on skis. Strive for a 
performance of athletic artistry as you flip througli the air in a dazzling seriesof daredevil

•  Push the FIRE BUTTON to start a jump.
•  Push the joystick in one of these six directiojis to begin a movement:

•  To do one movement after another, move the joystick when the Hot Dog Skier is in 
mid-air -  timing is crucial.

•  To get out of a move or begin another move push the joystick to the centre (LAND) 
position.

•  Hold each movement (except the Flips) until you choose a different move.
•  Get into the landing position before you hit the ground, or you’ll fall. -

SCORES
The score is based on both style and difficulty, and is displayed after you land. The 
maximum is 10 points.
DIFFICULTY is judged by the number of different manoeuvres performed in mid-air. 
Any combination of movements can be mixed together fora total maximum score of 10. 
Combinationsof different movements count for the most points. Paints will be deducted 
for awkward movements. Watch your landing! If you fall, you won’t receive a score.

STUNTS POINTS
1 Stunt 6.3
1 Flip 7.2
2 Stunts (Same) 8.7
2 Flips (Same) 9.2
2 Stunts (Different) 9.6
1 Stunt and I Flip 10.0
2 Flips (Different) 10.0

•  1.4 point penalty for each awkward movement.
CREDITS: Only the first attempt of each movement completed within the one minute

Ski Jump
Every gust of wind chills your body as you look down from the top of the jump tower to 
the runway far below. The judges and spectators look like insects from this height. GO!
Your coiled body lurches forward and suddenly you're into another world!
You crouch down low, in a tuck position, to accumulate as much speed as possible. At 
the take-off, you leap out, push out, and lean forward, over the edge of your skis, to 
reduce wind resistance and increase the length of your jump.
•  Press the FIRE BUTTON to begin your approach.
•  When you reach the take off point, press the FIRE BUTTON.
•  In the air, watch tile upper .tight-hand comer of the screen for faults. Correct faults 

quickly to get maximum style points and distance.
•  If your knees are BENT move the joystick UP to correct.
•  If you’re TOO FAR FORWARD move joystick LEFT.
•  TOO FAR BACK move joystick RIGHT.
•  SKIS CROSSED move joystick DOWN.

•  If you don’t correct your faults in time, your Ski jumper’s wild antics will cause wind 
resistance and you will lose style points.

Ski Jump scores are based on distance and form:
DISTANCE: is based on the timing of the takeoff, and the aerodynamics of the jumper 
in the air.
STYLE: You’ll get more points if you recover quickly from faults and don’t fall. 
SCORES
Your maximum is tallied by multiplying your DISTANCE 3( x ) STYLE POINTS. 
Arespectablc Ski Jump score would be a flight of 60 metres and 20 stylepointsfora total 
of 200 points.

A
Biathalon
Race overacross-country track on skies with a .22 calibre rifle slung over your shoulder.
You have only a few cartridges to fire at the required targets, so steady your sights and 
develop an eagle eye before you (ire away!
•  Press the FIRE BUTTON to start cross-country skiing.
•  Move your joystickLEFT and RIGHT to move your skier's legs iusteady, rhythmic 

kicks and glides.
•  On LEVEL GROUND, keep upa steady pace by moving your joystick back and forth.
•  For UPHILL terrain, move the joystick faster to increase speed.
•  DOWNHILL stretches go fastest if you use the double-pole technique. Pull the joystick 

down when (he skier’s hands are in front, to get (he maximum push down the slope.
•  SHOOTING: You are issued five cartridges to shoot at five targets, and every miss 

is a 5-second penalty. The gun must be loaded and the shell ejected after each shot. 
Pull the joystick BACK to open the gun chamber. Push the joystick FORWARD to 
load the shell. Push the FIRE BUTTON to shoot. Repeat for the next shot. The

•  The winner or high score is the skier with the fastest total time.

Op
Bobsled
Prepareto career down a track of solid ice- while you crouch in a precision-built machine 
of steel and aluminium. You’ll fly around hair-raising turns, then plummet down the 
bumpy straightaways at speeds exceeding 90 miles per hour!
•  Press the FIRE BUTTON to begin the race.
•  Move the joystick left and right to guide your sled.

HINTS: Steer hard! To avoid capsizing at the turns, try to anticipate the pull of centrifugal 
force, and steer hard in the opposite direction.
Watch your speed! The power bar at the bottom of the screen shows how fast you’re 
going. The faster you go, the harder you have to steer to keep plummetting toward the

Learn the course! An intimate knowledge of the course is important, so you must learn 
the best position to take at each corner.
•  The winning bobsled's score is based upon the fastest time through the tracks.

SCORING
Awards Ceremony
After every event, the names, countries and scores of all competitors are listed in the 
order they placed. The name of the Gold Medal winner appears at the top of the 
screen, and his or her country’s  national anthem is played.

Champion Ceremony
If players compete in all WINTER GAMES events, a Grand Champion of the games is 
selected based on the number of points awarded.
Gold Medal -5  points
Silver Medal -3  points
Bronze Medal -1 point

The points are totalled after all events have been completed, and the playerwith themost 
points is honoured as the Grand Champion. The ceremony takes place after the Awards 
Ceremony for the final event.

World Records
Ifa world record is achieved in any event, thenameof the record-breaking player is saved 
by the WINTER GAMES program. The records are displayed on the World Records 
screen. If a new record is set for an event, the previous record is erased and the new 
information appears in its place.

HOW DID WINTER SPORTS BEGIN?
Skiing, skating and sledding began centuries ago as fun and practical ways for people to

Skiing
The earliest skis may have existed about 4,000 or 5,000 years ago in Scandanavia. Ski 
bindings were invented in the 1860’s by Sondre Nordheim, of Mordegal, Norway.
Once skiers could slip the toes of their boots into iron pieces, then fasten their heels with 
straps or springs, they gained much more control of their long wooden slats -  and they 
could move with breathtaking speed. Norwegian emigrants pioneered the sport all over 
the world.

Skating
Skating began around 1000 B.C. Before the Iron Age, Nordic people made skates from 
elk, ox and reindeer bones. In fact, anthropologists have discovered bone skates they 
believe to be at (east 20 centuries old!
Since the Middle Ages, people have skated on canals in Holland. Ice skating was a very 
fashionable recreation in the French court in the 1770’s, when Marie Antoinette was an 
avid enthusiast.

Sledding

European Alps in the middle ofthe 19th Century. Bobsled races developed in the 1880’s 
in Switzerland.

©  1984 Epyx Inc.

3. Insert the rewound cassette into the assette drive,  while holding down the SHIFT 
key, press RUN/STOP, then press he PLAY button. After the computer responds 
with FOUND LEADER BOARD, iress the COMMODORE key.

4. First you will see the title screeuand tl en a few moments later you will see the ‘Select 
Player’ screen. At this point the gan:  has finished loading.

5. YOU MUST LEAVE THE PLAY, FAST FORWARD, OR REWIND BUTTON 
DOWN WHILE PLAYING. (Theft ;t forward keyis recommended). You may remove 
the tape if you wish but this must l : done while in the ‘Select Number of Players’ 
screen. At any other point, one of t c  above buttons must be down or the game will 
not operate.

CBM64/128 (Disk)
1. Plug a joystick into port #  2. (Rear port.)
2. Turn on the disk drive, monitor an 1 the computer.
3. Type LOAD “*”,8,1 and press RE TURN.
4. First you will see the title screen at d (hen a few moments later you’ll see the ‘Select 

Player’ screen.

AMSTRAD CPC
Cassette;
Press CTRL and small ENTER. Pres: FLAY on cassette recorder.
Disk:
Type RUN" DISK and press ENTER
First you will see the tide screen and t ten a few moments later you’ll see the 'Select 
Player’ screen. At this point the game tas finished loading.
KEY CONTROLS:
Z -  Left 
X-Right 
D -  Down 
R-U p 
5-Fire

SPECTRUM
1. Plug a joystick into joystick port.
2. Turn on the monitor and computet)
3. Type LOAD’”’ and press ENTER.
4. First you will see the tide .screen ani then a few moments later you’ll see the ‘Select 

Player’ screen. At this point the game has finished loading.

SETTING UP THE GAME

SEUECT NUMBER OF PLAYERS
LEADER BOARD can accommodate up to four players, press 1, 2, 3 or 4.

ENTER PLAYER NAMES AND ABILITY LEVELS
Type in the name for the 1st player (up to 8 characters) and press RETURN. (CBM 
64/128) ENTER (Spectrum and Amst ad).
Now select the ability level for the 1st ph yer. Each player can compete under conditions 
that match his or her level of ability a id experience. Press N for NOVICE, A for 
AMATEUR, or P for PROFESSION- .L. Below is a description of each level.
NOTE: Due to memory restrictions there is no driving range on the Spectrum version. 
ABILITY DESCRIPTION]
Novice Beginner Level-' 7hen a shot is taken on this level it will not

hook or slice or be tffected by the wind.
Amateur Intermediate Levi 1- Shots at this level will not be affected by

thewind.
Professional Advanced Level- No restrictions on wind or hook and slice.
After entering the NAME and ABILI fY for the 1st player, do the same for each of the 
other players. |

SELECT NUMBER OF HOLES
LEADERBOARD allows you to play from 18 to 72 holes with computerised scoring. T o 
select the number of holes:

Type for CBM 64/128 Type for Spectrum & Amstrad 
F! 18 Holes ' 1 18 Holes
F3 36 Holes 1 2 36 Holes
F5 54 Holes 3 54 Holes
F7 72 Holes j 4 72 Holes

SELECT COURSES
There are four different courses to play. Each varies in difficulty. If you have selected 
more than 18 holes, you can play the courses in any order. For example; if selected 72 
holes and wish to play all courses entci 1 2 3 4 or 4 1 2 3 etc. To play the same course 
four times enter 1 11 1 or 2 2 2 2 etc.

PLAYING THE GAME
SELECT A CLUB
Club selection is made by moving the oystick up or down. The following table lists the 
range of each golf club.

CLUB SHORT LONG
IWlWood 156 271
3W3Wood 135 245

128 7V
t i l  Iron 110 220
212 Iron 100 210
313 Iron 88 202
4I4Iron 70 189
515 Iron 67 181
616 Iron 55 169
717 Iron 50 153
818 Iron 36 138
919 Iron 26 117

PW Pitching Wedge II 83
Putter* 1” 64’

* The computer automatically selects .he putter for you when you are playing on the 
green (within 64 feet of the hole) This is the only club you can use on the green.

AIM YOUR SHOT
Use the cursor to aim the direction of the flight of the ball. The cursor is located several 
yards in front of the golfer. To control the cursor, move the joystick right to left.
If you are playing on the professional evel, be sure to check for wind effect.

WIND
(Professional Level Only) Wind can hav; a substantial effect on your golf shot. To control 
its effect, you need to learn to read the wind indicator on the right side of the screen. 
White -  The white stake indicates 
wind velocity. If this marker is tall, [
the wind velocity could have a _______ Blue -  The blue line indicates
substantial effect on your shot. The the direction the wind
shorter the white stake, the less is blowing. The line
the wind will be a factor. acts as a streamer. If the

lines are towards you, the wind is 
SWING THE CLUB AND HIT THE BALL blowing loward you
Once you have selected your club and positioned the cursor to aim your shot, there are 
only three more things to do before the bs 'llis on its way; start the swing, set the power, 
and snap your wrists to control hook of slice.
All three are accomplished during the swing sequence and require careful timing and 
concentration. The sequence can be viijwed by watching the golfer or the power/snap 
indicator.
Step 1 -  Stan the swing by holding down the button.
Step2 -Set the power by releasing the buttouduring the backswing. Power is at maximum 
only at the top of the backswing. Releasing the button at the top will set maximum power. 
Releasing the button just before or just after the top will reduce the power slightly. 
Releasing the button well before or after the top will reduce the power .
The amount of power available during tbf backswing is shown on the upper left portion 
of the power/snap indicator. When the button is released, the setting you have chosen 
will be locked on the indicator.

THE POWER SNAP INDICATOR

Power Indicator __ _ Down Swing Area

1
Max *  r  (Helps time the snap)

Power ♦ r t f

S O % ^ P  m Push
Power *------(Ball goes left) j Button

Min *—  Straight > To
Power r a  « Set

Snap » Max Slice ) Snap
Indicator—2 (Bail goes right)

Step 3 -  Set the snap by pressing the lutton at or near contact with the ball. Snapping 
just as the club hits the ball (or at the Tee Bar on the snap indicator) will produce a 
straight hit. Snapping too soon will caise the ball to “hook” (go left). Snapping too late 
will cause the ball to “slice” (go right). When the button is pressed, the point ofthe snap 
will be locked on the indicator.
The swing sequence then'is: Start -  Pt-wer -  Snap or Button -  Release -  Buttoo 
The best way to learn to hit the ball straight consistently is to practice on the driving range. 

PUTTING
Once you get within 64 feet of the hole the computer will automatically place you on 
the green and remove the pin (the pot: with the flag). You cannot change clubs at this 
point since (he putter is the only dub you can use on the green.

To putt the ball, you need to do only :wo things -  aim your shot and set the power.
Use the cursor as before to aim the shot. The ball will start out in this direction. The ball 
may break left or right depending on the slope of the green. To determine the amount 
and direction of break, you must lean, to read the slope indicator which appears on the 
green to the left of the golfer.
Estimate the power needed by noting the distance to the hole. Press the button and hold 
it until the power level is sufficient to reach the hole and then release it. The goffer will 
putt automatically. Refer to the figure; following.

SLOPE INDICATOR / ,
Amoun < |1 /  Hole

of } +
Slope j  >

■'^Straight j 
down hill j  /

(This putt is uphill /  /
breaking hard left) ^  j /

THE GAMES

DOUBLE 
urn jump

SKATE
BACKWARD

TRIPLE 
LUTZ JUMP

CAM El 
SPIN

SIT
SPIN

FIGURE SKATING TIPS:
AWKWARD: A movement will be judged as < egant or awkward, depending on when 
you press the FIRE BUTTON! If you’re skating orwardand “trigger”a jump when the 
skater’slegsare in open stride, the jump will be p rfect. If the skater’s legs are closed, 
the jump will be awkward. Theoppositeis true if ou’re skating backwards: trigger the 
jump when the skater’s legs are closed and thefjump will be perfect. Practice makes 
perfect, so keep trying!
FORWARD SKATING performers can do a Dcnbie or Triple Axel Jump or turn around 
and begin skating backwards. Remember: Be skating forwards when time runs out -  if 
you’re skating backwards you’ll fall down! x .
BACKWARD SKATING athletes can do a iJh-ibie or Triple Lutz Jump, a Camel or 
Sit Spin, or mm around and begin skating forward.
When you do SPINS, try to make six rotations. If you turn fewer than six times, your 
exit will be awkward; more than six turns will make you so dizzy that you’ll foil down. 
DON’T FALL DOWN!
You’ll foil down if you uy to move directly fro n a jump to a spin, a spin to a jump, a 
jump to another jump, or a Sit Spin to Camel Spin, Skate backwards in between 
movements; skate forwards before you do an Axel Jump.
CAMEL INTO SIT SPIN: You can move directly fiom a Camel Spin to a Sit Spin-a 
very elegant combination worth 1.2 points!
FIGURE SKATING SCORES
You begin with a score of 0.0. The best score i; 6 points. All scores are displayed in 
tenths. And don’t worry -  your score can’t go below 0.
After you successfully complete each Figure SkatingMovement, your score is added like 
this:

Daffy 

Back Flip 

Mule Kick

Land

Back 
Scratch 

, Forward
Flip

Swan



INFILTRATOR

TH E  STORY SO FAR
The strange little man in die trench coat and Porsche sunglasses seemed a little out of 
place. After all, the unveiling of the new McGibbitsWing of the Library of Congress (in 
honour of your 47-volume treatise on the Dewey decimal system) was a strictly formal 
affair. You paid little notice to him at the time, however, as you moved gracefully to the 
piano in your McGibbits Trim-Fit™ bulletproof jeans. As you started into the third 
movement of your Piano Concerto No. 2 in E, you heard a whisper in your ear: “We 
need you, Jimbo-Baby! The whole world is in danger and only a super-soldier, ace 
helicopter pilot, ballistics expert, engineer, neurosurgeon, politician, movie actor, rock 
star, world-class motorcyclist, explorer, karateexpert, and devil-may-care all round nice 
guy like you can save the day!”
“Not again!” you thought to youtself as you finished up the concerto, christened the 
Library, and leapt on your Super Gizmo 8™ motorcycle (with cruise control, AM/FM, 
autoseat warmer, and heat seeking missiles) all in one fluid move. “It’sgettingso I barely 
have any time to myself what with that Mad Leader running around!”
Back at your modest country estate/training groundsfexperimental aircraft test facility, 
you quickly solve the prime-key encrypted note the agent left with you (lucky thing one 
of your doctorates is in combinational mathematics and cryptography!)

TOP TO P T O P T O P SECRET
Message to:
Captain Johnny “Jimbo-Baby" McGibbits/AKA The Infiltrator STOP 
Re: The destruction of the world (at least) STOP 
Captain STOP
We need you STOP The world is on the brink of destruction STOP Only you can save 
us STOP The Whizbang Enterprises Gizmo™ DHX-1 Attack Helicopter is on the pad 
STOPThe Mad Leader must be stopped STOP Only you can stop him STOP Stop him 
at all costs STOP Enclosed find a Gizmo™ flight manual, secret communication code 
names and other mission info, weapons, film (with pie-paid processing mailer), and The 
McGibbits Guide to Ground Installation Infiltration (Pocket Edition) STOP 
Good Luck Jimbo-Baby. The fate of the world is in your hands STOP 
Brigadier General Bunson “Old Blood ’n Guts” O’Shaughnessy.

“I guess this afternoon’s open-hearfsurged w lT ha^fto^ait^h^X ^atkT can .’' 
And whistling the theme from your new TV series, you head out to save the world. 
You will beginall of your missions from your Home Base, just beyond the border ofThe 
Country. At the baseyou will be briefedabout yourmiasiongoal just before takeoff. You 
must successfully pilot your chopper from Home Base through enemy airspace and reach 
one of the Mad Leader’s installations to complete the ground missionassigned during the 
briefing. Thereare a total of three missions, each progressively moredifficult, inkeeping 
with your growing skill, stature and worldwide acclaim. Good Luck!

Whizbang Enterprises 
Introduces the

The G izm o™  DHX-1 Attack 
Chopper

“T he Souffmaster”
OWNER’S FLIG H T 

MANUAL

Welcome to the Whizbang Family
You should be feeling pretty good right now.
You’ve just purchased a Whizbang Enterprises Gizmo™ DHX-1 Attack Chopper 
Which is known affectionately around here at Whizbang as “The Snuffmaster”. 
Welcome once again to our family.
We think you’ll like it.
Whizbang Enterprises’ crack staff of Gizmo™ creators:
ChiefofDesign -Marge
Engineer -Ricky ‘The Sausage” Bendizzi
Weapons Analyst -Eunice Bloodknuckles
Technicians -Biff

Johnny’s Nephew 
Happy
Thumper Jones

Your new Whizbang Gizmo™ DHX-1 Attack Chopper is loaded with the following 
Whizbang goodies;
•  Turbine-Thrust Dual Propulsion Whizbang Whirler™engine, capable ofa (opspeed 

in excess of 4S0 knots.
•  Four Whizbang Waster™ air-to-air heat seeking missiles.
•  Two rapid-fire Whizbang Whizzer™ 20mm cannons.
•  Anti-heat seeking missile magnesium flares.
•  Anti-radar guided missile chaff disperser.
•  Whizbang Whomper™ turbo booster.
•  Ultra-sophisticated commuuications systems.
•  State-of-the-art computer guidance, control, and surveillance systems.
•  Whizbang Whisper™ silent travel capabilities.
Whizbang Enterprises is also proud to announce the all new full line of Gizmo™ 
fashion helicopter accessories. Here is just a partial tistnf what’s available:
•  Hi-fidelity system with 12watts/side, unidirectional ETR with 8-track tape deck or 

auto-reverse cassette deck.
•  Designer all-alloy skids v
•  Racing accent stripes
•  Real imitation bearskin sport bucket seats (with lumbar adjust)
At Whizbang, beauty is skin deep.

TAKEOFF PROCEDURES
Upon entering the cockpit of your Gizmo, you will find yourself facing an ultra- 
sophisticated array of controls. Through the windshield you can see the Home base. A: 
the bottom of the screen, note your hands holding the control sticks which control the 
movement of the copter. You might wish to take off after you finish admiring your 
manicure, so here are (he instructions.
1. Turn the battery on by pressing the B key.
2. Initialise the computer and communications systems by pressing the S key. The 

computer screens will light up and the warning lights will initialise at the top of the 
display.

3. Turnon theengine ignition by pressing the I key. The engine will not provide enough 
power for movement until it exceeds 2300 RPM’s.

4. Pull back on the joystick until you have cleared your base and are looking at a green 
landscape with mountains in the distance.

5. Press the FERE BUTTON (note that your right hand on the display registers this) 
and push forward to accelerate.

Whizbang Enterprises -  Pride, heritage and the highest employee mortality rate of any 
free world corporation.

T H E  CONTROLS
Joystick
The joystick controls all of the movement of the helicopter.
To climb, pull back on the joystick.
To dive, push forward on the joystick.
To accelerate, hold the button down and push forward.
To decelerate, hold the button and pull back, 
to bank left, push to the left.
To bank right, push to the right.
To spin clockwise, hold the button and push to the right.
To spin counter-clockwise, hold the button and push to the left.

Keyboard
The keyboard is used to control all other functions in the helicopter.
B turnsonthebattery
S initialises the computer and communications systems 
I tumson the ignition 
G arms the cannon (guns)
R amts the heat seeking missiles (rectos) M (Spectrum and Amstrad)
F setstheflaresforuse 
C sets the chaff for use 
H toggles the Heads Up Display (HUD)
•  changes the view to the communications system (4 Spectrum aud Amstrad)
T switches the view to the computer terminal (3 Spectrum aud Amstrad)
+ turns the turbo booster on (T toggles turbo Spectrum and Amstrad)
-  turnstheturboboosteroff
The SPACE BAR has the following functions:
•  Deselects weapons on the cockpit screen (C64 only)
•  Returns tc cockpit view from communications screen.
•  Returns to computer terminal from status display or tactical map screens.
The last two options use FIRE BUTTON (Spectrum only).

COCKPIT DISPLAY (see ill stratioi)
Artificial Horizon
The artificial horizon indicates vour pre: mt altitude (degree of till or bank) and indicates 
whether you are climbing or diving by the location of the horizon line in relation to the 
stabilisation point. The rate of climb a id dive is also displayed by the artificial horizon. 
If the artificial horizon is level andcentn i in the gauge, youare flying straight and level. 
Directional Compass
The compass displays the directional fading of the Gizmo in degrees, shown in both 
aoalogueand digital format. Thedialis ̂ curate within 23 degree increments; the digital

Fuel Gauge j
This horizontal bar displays remaining riel. The tankisempty when the red bar disappears. 
(Ml and Battery Temperature
These two bargraphsatthetopofthesciren display the temperatureof your battery and 
oil. When the bar reaches the red zone, 1 at iseriticaland the temperature warning lights 
wiUflashand beep until you reduce thelsat (by slowingyour speed to reducestiain on 
the battery or by turning off die turbc to conserve oil).
Warning Lights
The sis warning lights at the top of the c< ckpit, when flashing red while a buzzer sounds, 
indicate:

Engine damaged 
Battery overheated 
Oil overheated 
Fuel low
Altitude level below 200 ft.
RPM deficiency in engine or roti $

The warning lights will alert you to at ? noteworthy status conditions that require 
immediate attention. You have some r reel control over the B, 0  and A warning lights. 
The E, F and R lights refer to probiet is that cannot be corrected mid-flight. In these 
cases you mightwantto reach your desti ladonas quickly as possible andavoidany further 
damage from air combat.
Airspeed Indicator
This dial shows the Gizmo’s present a speed, in knots. The digital readout under the 
dial displays the same information. M ximum speed is 450 knots (without the turbo 
engaged).
ADF
The Automatic Direction Finder (ADF will aid you in arriving at the properdestination. 
Therefore, youmay want to program it i nmediately after takeoff. Once programmed, the 
ADF always points towards your dest'xtion. If you are moving forward and the ADF 
pouits straight up, you will eventually rr ch your target, regardiessof the compass heading. 
Moving off course will cause the ADF to spin, adjusting itself to the Gizmo’s orientation. 
The ADF will move only when you spin ihe helicopter or when you bank. Tocorrect the 
orientation of your helicopter so it isheadingtowards the destination, you can eitherspin 
the copter (for minor heading changes] or bank (for more drastic changes in direction). 
Note thatif the ADF is blinking on and C|ff, it has not been properly programmedat the 
communications terminal. (See Communications.) If the ADF is flashing and moving 
around radically, you are directly over your destination. You should slow down and 
proceed to land immediately. (See Landing Procedures).

What Johnny McGibbits, ace copter pilot, and known throughout the world as the 
Infiltrator, has to say about the new Gizmo™ DHX-1:
“Wow. I  love these seats. Am I being paid for this?”
Altimeter
The altimeter displays your present altitude in feet. The hand on the dial is accurate only 
within jumps of 60 feet or mote (5 feet or more Spectrum and Amstrad), so use the digital 
readingfor greater accuracy. Each time the dial sweeps past 12:00 it registers 1000 ft. ($0 
ft. Spectrum and Amstrad). Maximum altitude is limited to $000 ft. If your altitude is 
below 200 ft. the low altitude warning light and buzzer will sound.
RPM Indicator
The RPM (revolutions per minute) indicator displays the rate at which the blades are 
spinning. Helicopter blades do not speed up or slow down to maintain a constant rate 
since it is the angle tilt of the blades that causes the movement. The onboard computer 
systems monitor and maintain steady RPM’s. Optimum RPM’s is 2300. No flying can 
take place until RPM’sare at or above optimum. At this time the takeoff alert will sound 
until the Gizmo is airborne.
Missile Warning Lights
The missile warning lights, to the left of your instrument panel, flash to indicate that a 
missile is heading toward your Gizmo. A warning siren will sound as well. If theR light 
is on, then a Radar guided missile is headlngtowards the Gizmo, and chaff must then be 
used to decoy it. If the H light is on, tnen a Heat seeking missile is headed towards the 
Gizmo, and flares must be used to decoy it.

Dweezi! McGibbits (no relation to the Infiltrator), president and chief executive officer 
at Whizbang, has this to say about the new Gizmo™ DHX-1:
“The courts found us innocent on all counts of design negligence! Gee, 1 hope the 
judge is enjoying his new hour, in Hawaii...”

ARMAMENTS
The next four items are represented bt buttons that flash when set to active and are found 
on the lower left andlowerright bottoffinf the cockpit. Oncearmed, they can be activated 
by pressing and releasing the FIRE BinfTON on the joystick. Any or all of these may 
be damaged or rendered inoperable by enemy fire.
Cannons
The Whizbang Whizzer™ 20 mm cant yns are armed by pressing the G (gun) key. An 
enemy in the HUD (Heads Up Display) loss hairs may be damaged or destroyed if you 
fire upon it. You have unlimited amm inition.
M issiles 11
Pressing the R (C64) or M (Spectrum ind Amstrad) (rocket) key arms the Whizbang 
Waster™ air-to-air heat seeking missiles; An enemy must be visible to be hit, but it doesn't 
have to be in the cross hairs. You are limited to four (4) missiles per mission.
Flares
Pressing the F key sets the flares. These are used to decoy enemy heat seeking missiles. 
The flares, made of magnesium, willfool the missile into thinking that the flare is actually 
your exhaust.
Chaff
Unlike heat seeking missiles, radar guided enemy missiles must be deceived by dropping 
strips of metal into the sky, creating a fake radar image of the Gizmo. Pressing the Ckey 
sets chaff for dropping.

Like a child’s affection for a pet -love, care and a sense of responsibility go into every 
Whizbang Antipersonnel Mine.

OTHER FEATURES 
Heads U p Display
PressingHdisplaysthe Heads Up Display (HUD). Using the latest teehnologyavailable, 

Use them to aim at a target for firing. With your cannon armed, any object that passes 

you may mm off the HUD if you wish by pressing H again.1 *  n8m8

Turbo Booster
Press the+ key to turn on the Whizbang Whomper™ turbo booster. Press the -key to 
turn it off. Press T  on Spectrum and Amstrad to turn turbo booster on and off. This will 
give an increase in speed. It also causes;the oil to heat up at a very fast rate, so it must 
be used sparingly. When the turbo booster is on, the turbo indicator to the right of the 
instrument display will light up. Theturtocao be made inoperable if bit by enemy fire.

Whisper Mode
Pressing the W key engages the Whizbang Whisper™ (standard equipment on your 
Gizmo™ DHX-1). Thiseffectively silences the Gizmo. Whisper mode must be activated 
whenever anemptingtomakea secret landing, or else the noise from the helicopter may 
alert enemy ground personnel. When die whisper mode is on, the whisper indicator to 
the right of the instrument display will light up.

Pause
Suppose you want to suspend the game uiitakea break from all this excitement. Switch 
to either the computer terminal (press the T  key) or the communications screen (press 
the * key). Press any unassigned key to get back into the thick of it. Press 3 Spectrum 
and Amstrad (Pause) and 4 for the communicationsscteen, FIRE BUTTON toexitfrom 
these options.

Whizbang Enterprises. We’re with you all the way.*
* Applies only within our national boundaries.

TH E COMPUTER TERMINAL
The computer terminal, the small screen located on the right of the cockpit is activated 
by pressing the T  key (3 key Spectrum and Amstrad). You will then be presented with 
aweapons inventory and two optional categories for status update. Pressing anyunassigned 
key returns you to the cockpit view. If your computer system has been destroyed by 
enemy fire, the cockpit terminal will be blackened and you will not be able to access it.

•  Press A to program the Automatic Direction Find (ADF). Type in the three numbers 
from thetacticaldisplay.ignoringthedecimal point. Your ADFis now programmed.
You do not have to program it again unless the numbers were entered incorrectly. Your 
ADF will not function properly if the values are inconect.

•  Press S togoimo sendmode. Send modeallows you tosend messages toother aircraft 
or to ground controllers. Once you are in send mode, you may type messages at the 
top of the screen on the Comm-bar. No punctuation is allowed. Use the DEL(ETE) 
key (No. 0 Spectrum) to backspace. Pressing RETURN sends the message to either 
another aircraft or to a ground controller (as appropriate). The flashing S or R represents 
the current Send or Receive status. Press the SPACE BAR to return to the cockpit 
view. (FIRE button Spectrum).

Dweezil McGibbits (no relation to the Infiltrator), president and chief executive officer 
here at Whizbang, has this to say about Whizbang Enterprises, the manufacturers of 
the new Gizmo™ DHX-1:
“I came up the corporate rungs the hard way. I inherited. Why I can recall when my 
father started this business back in ’39...”

OTHER AIRCRAFT
As you begin a mission by flying the chopper to your destination, you will encounter 
other aircraft along the way. Somemay beother infiltratorsalso trying to upset theMad 
Leader’s plans, while othersmay bestaunchly loyal to theMad Leader and his evil goals. 
There are three types of other aircraft: the friend, the enemy, and the maniac.
Upon encountering another aircraft, you must determine whether it is a friend or an 
enemy. Since there areno distinguishingmarkingson your ship, and because helicopters 
are not an unusual sight over The Country, other pilots will also try to determine your 
loyalties and intentions by talking to you via the communications system (sending and

first. As soon as you see an aircraft for the first time, press the * key (4 Spectrum and 
Amstrad). Once on the communications screen, press the S key to send a message. The 
only phrases the comm systems of other aircraft will understand are:

REQUEST ED
INFILTRATOR (your ID to a friend)
OVERLORD (your ID ro an enemy)

After requesting the identification of another aircraft, examine the response for a code 
name. With experience, you should beable to distinguish friendly code names from those

' their request for identification. Giving the correct ID to an aircraft will allow you to 
continue on your mission unhindered. Giving the wrong ID toanaircraft will result ina 
battle (hat will last until one of you is destroyed.
Oh, by (he way, we werent’t kidding about tbe maniacs out there. A few of the other 
infiltrator pilots have snapped from the strain, and it really doesn't matter what code 
name you use in response. They will always attack, and you’re going to have to fight 
against a former friend turned deadly foe!
Sample friendly names:

WHIPPLE and HAYMISH 
Sample enemy names are:

BOOMER and SCUM 
Sample exchanges:

You: REQUESTED
Other: WHIPPLE REQUESTING IDENTIFICATION 
You: INFILTRATOR
Other: GOOD LUCK JOHNNY 
You: REQUEST ID
Other: SCUM REQUESTING IDENTIFICATION 
You; OVERLORD
Other YOU ARE CLEARED TO PROCEED
You: REQUESTID
Other: HAYMISH REQUESTING IDENTIFICATION
You: OVERLORD

(Wrong code name response! The other aircraft will begin to attack).

LANDING PROCEDURES
Once you have arrived at your assigned destination, you wifi have to land to continue 
your mission. To land safely you must make sure of the following:
1. Your speed is between 20 knots and 0 knots.
2. The artificial horizon is level and you are not banking
3. Your rate of descent is at minimum.
Once you have descended below 200 feet, you wifi hear the low altitude warning buzzer 
sound. Set your rateof descent to minimum. Wait until your altitudeis reduced to 0 and 
Gizmo shakes and thumps loudly as it hits the ground. If you have landed at the proper 
destination, as programmed into the ADF, the ADF gauge pointer wifi be flashing black 
and white and spinning madly. Remember, you must have die Whizbang Whisper™ silent 
travel mode engaged to land without warning an enemy.
To takeoff once again, simply increase your altitude by pulling back on the joystick and 
increase your airspeed.
While on the ground, do not bank, accelerate, or spin, or you may crash.

All right. So we didn’t invent the helicopter. We’re only human. We’re Whizbang 
Enterprises. So what???

UPON LANDING
Once you have landed, your view will change. You will now be looking down at yourself 
standing next to your trusty Gizmo. You must pretend that you are an enemy guard, 
much as you may have had to pretend to bean enemy in the sky. Avoiding the enemy is 
the key to ground missions.

Objective
Tocomplete the mission displayed in the briefing without being captured, blown up, or 
running out of time. There are three missions that become increasingly more difficult. 
Once you finish one mission you will be assigned your next task.
Mission Completed and Leaving
If you successfully complete your ground mission, make your way back to the helicopter. 
Moving into the cockpit section on screen will take you inside so that you can return home.
If you haven’t completed your mission.you won’t be allowed toenter the helicopter. You 
can check to verify that your missionhas been completedby going to the inventory screen.
A message will be displayed when you have completed the assignment, just to let you 
know it is time to get out of there.

G ROUND CONTROL AND INVENTORY ITEM S
YOU are the small dark grey figure on the screen. You have a limited amount of time 
and the use of several helpful devices (your inventory) to help you complete your mission. 
Pushing the joystick will cause you to move in that direction, unless you are busy with 
an item (hat is currently active. An active item is an object from your inventory that has 
been selected to be used. Note that at the beginning of the ground mission your papers

Fire Button
Press the FIRE BUTTON toactivate the active item. The current active item is always 
indicated at the bottom of the main screen. Depending on tbe item activated, you may 
not be able to move until you are finished.
Pause
To take a break, press the SPACE BAR to go to the inventory screen. Your game will 
pause until you are ready to continue. Press the SPACEBAR to return to the main screen, 
and your mission.
Press the SPACE BAR to switch to the inventory screen.

Johnny “Jimbo-Baby” McGibbits says:
“Rememberboys and girls, never search through others’ belongings-at least not while 
they’re looking!"

The inventory screen allows you to change the active item and displays important inventory 
information. You may select an item bymoving the cursor. Press the SPACE BAR again 
(orany unassigned key), and you will return to the main screen. The newly selected item 
will be active, and is so indicated at the bottom of the screen. Once you have returned

In addition, important items found during your search will appear in a text line at the 
bottom of the inventory screen. Activation of these items will occur without having to 
select them as active when and where appropriate. (See Mission Interference and Enemy 
Installation Structures for details on searching for and the activation of these items). 
Your inventory items include:
Sleeping Gas
You have a hidden canister strapped inside your jacket which contains a colourless, 
odourless sleeping gas. Anyone sprayed will fall to sleep for several seconds and forget 
what has happened. Pressing the FIRE BUTTON sprays the gas. You have specially 
treated nose plugs which allow you to breathe the gas harmlessly.
Papers
These are your fake ID papers. You should activate your papers when a guard asks to 
see them. When that happens, move directly over and stand next to the guard. If the 
papers are not already active, move quickly to the inventory screen and select them. 
Return to the main screen, and press the FIRE BUTTON. Upon showing them, the 
guard will deride whether or not they are “inorder” and valid. If they are in order, you

haveTshomim7to^7k g^ToTron awty before he tries to takeyou in for questioning. 
But be forewarned, running away will cause the guard to sound an alert throughout the 
compound. (See Mission Interference).
G as Grenade
This grenade has the same effect as the sleeping gas canister, except that ithasagreater 
range. When used inside, all guards in (he room in which it is dropped will fall asleep.

Johnny “Jimbo-Baby" McGibbits says:
“I never go anywhere without my McGibbits Trim-Fit™ bulletproof designer jeans. 
Timeless style, seamless fit, and safety from close range machine gun fire -  ail at a 
sensible price.”

M ine Detector
This is used to detect mines. Selecting the mine detector on the inventory screen enables 
it to be used whenever you press and hold the FIRE BUTTON as you move through 
enemy territory. You will hear the detector working. Stepping on a mine with the detector 
activated is harmless and exposes that mine. Stepping on a mine without the detector 
activated is fatal -  and stupid.
Explosives
Explosives are planted by selecting the explosives icon on the inventory screen as the 
active item, and then pushing the joystick up under the main control panel in the control 
room or under (he desk in the lab. Only one bomb per room is permitted. Upon setting 
your last remaining bomb, an automatic countdown timer will go off. You then have 
about 20 seconds to leave the building before all of the bombs detonate. If you don’t make 
it out of there in time, you will be trapped inside during the explosion, and it’s bye, bye, 
baby (Jimbo-Baby, that is.)
Camera
Use the camera to photograph any vital documents. To use it properly, face the papers 
you want to photograph and press the FIRE BUTTON. Only one picture per room is 
permitted.
Information Update
At the bottom of the inventory screen are four graphs which update the following: 
Spray -  how much sleeping gas you have left.
Grenades -  the number of sleeping-gas grenades left
Explosives -  how many charges you have left
Film -  how many more pictures you can take with the camera.
CBM 64 Keyboard ,
Pressing the following keys while on the main screen is the same as using the cursor on 
the inventory screen to select an item:
S Sleeping gas M Mine detector
P Papers E Explosive charge
G Gasgrenade C Camera

WAYS T O  CRASH
As an experienced pilot, you know that helicopter flying is a very dangerous activity. 
Even though we here at Whizbanghave tried to incorporateevery safety feature imaginable 
into our Whizbang Gizmo™ DHX-1 Attack Chopper, there are still a few situations in 
which the unthinkable can happen. So think about it, and be careful.
On the advice of legal counsel the following disclaimer is included with every Gizmo™ 
DHX-1:

Whizbang Enterprises, and its corporate officers, makes no guarantee to the purchaser 
orpilot of AN YTHING, other than that your cheque will have cleared before delivery, 
and that we are not responsible for anything that may happen after purchase {unless 
it is good, then we will take full credit, and we reserve the right to feature it infuture 
advertising).

Specific reasons for “early retirement arc:
•  Incorrect takeoff
•  Incorrect landing
•  Too much damage
•  Engine damage from enemy missile fire
•  Overheated oil (excessive use of turbo)
•  Overheated battery (excessive use of speed)
•  Out of fuel
•  Doing something really stupid (which includes most of the above).

Note that if you crash (even though you’ve been told not to!), you will start the same 
mission againfrom the beginning. If you stop playing after having successfully completed 
a mission, you will have the choice to start from scratch or to start a new uncompleted 
mission when you toad the gameagain. You cannot,however, embark ona new mission 
before completing the previous ene.

MISSION INTERFERENCE
Guards
Enemy guards within the compound are fanatically loyal to the Mad Leader. They are 
assigned to patrol certain areas of the compound, and they will carry out their orders 
unfailingly. If one of the guardsspots you, hemay ask to see your papers. If you do not 
comply, an alert will be set off and guards throughout the compound will chase after you. 
Within the compound buildings, an electronic key wiU turn off the alarms temporarily, 
but it will only work once during a mission. Find the electronic key, and a line of text 
on the bottom of the inventory screen will note that you have it. Make your way to the 
alarm control centre. Stand directly in front of the card slot in the wall and press up on

slot, without having to select it. (You cannot select this particular item to be active. If 
you have it, activation will occur automatically when you push forward.)The alarms will 
be silenced.
Outside the compound buildings, a talking guard will turn red (from dark grey). You must

is talkingto you will prompt him to sound the alarm. If you gas a guard while he is talking 
to you, he will fall asleep and forget ever having seen you. (But you had best get out of 
the area before he comes around. (The guard’sspeech appears at the bottom of the screen. 
Mines
Mines are usually scattered in the forest and in restricted areas to prevent exactly what 
you are doing -  infiltrating. Mines can be exposed with the mine detector. Stepping on 
a mine (without the mine detector activated) isa dumb thing todo; besides, it will kill you. 
Timer
Amission timer is visible on the screen atali times during the ground phasesofamission.
If time runs out, you’ve blown it; your mission wifi end and you will have to start over 
again. Tough luck! (You have about 20 minutes of real time for each mission once you 
have landed within the confines of the compound.) Time is of the essence when saving 
the world, you know.

Dweezil McGibbits (no relation to the Infiltrator, president and chief executive officer 
here at Whizbang, has this to say about the new Gizmo™ DHX-1:
“Warranty? er, umm... You don’t really need one of those. That’s for sissies. Here, 
let me show you the new passenger seat restraints...”

The McGibbits Guide to 
Ground Installation Infiltration 

POCKET EDITION

Johnny “Jimbo-Baby” McGibbits says:
“Never give anyone drugs -  they might disappear on you!”

ENEMY INSTALLATION STRUCTURES
Inside a building you can search through chests and cabinets for gas grenades, security

building is accomplished through devatorTaothLg°disgrises may be of some help. If 
you want to swap clothing, stand directly in front of a uniform hanging on a coatrack. 
Press forwardagainst the coatrack until you have finished changing. An audible tone and 
accompanying text wifi indicate when you have finished.

Johnny “Jimbo-Baby” McGibbits says:
“No mission is oseruotil I get something for my trouble. Hmnun, I’ve bad my eye on 
this small Pacific island for a while now...”

A FINAL WORD FROM JOHNNY
Johnny “Jimbo-Baby” McGibbits -  super soldier, ace helicopter pilot, ballistics expert, 
engineer, neurosurgeon, politician, movie actor, rock star, world-class motorcyclist, 
explorer, karate expert and devil-may-care all around nice guy says:
“If you’ve enjoyed this game, tty some of U.S Gold’s other fine products..."
“Hey, wait a minute, I never said that!!"
Come on Johnny, don’t make a scene. We’re currently negotiating with your agent...”
I don’t care! Until 1 see the cash, you don’t get; peep out of me! I’m telling...” 
“Please Johnny, shhhh. Don’t be a tattle-tale (j-u spoil it for everybody.”
“Tough nuts to you! Chris, HEY CHRIS -  thej 're trying to pull a fast one on us...”

Copyright© 1986Chris Gray Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved. Licensed in conjunction 
with International Computing Group.

All screens from Commodore Disk version -  screens may vary on other computers.

ACE OF ACES
KEYBOARD CONTROLS SPECTRUM AND AMSTRAD
1 Front View 2 ij Left Hand View(port)
3 Right Hand View (starboard) ' Bomb Bay
M Map SPACE BAR Pause
O Left P i Right
Q up A Down
X hire (Spectrum) @ ■| Fire (Amstrad)

All cassette versions are multi-load, follow screen prompts for instructions.

Airspeed
This dial indicatesyour airspeed. In theabove diagram' it isset at lOOmph. Adjust from 
the engineer’s view with boosters and throttle or careful use of flaps.
Altitude
This dial indicatesyour altitude. The above diagram shows itset at 2,000 feet. Adjust by 
pushing up or down on the joystick from the pilot’s position.
Artificial Horizon
This dial represents your angle relative to the fixed horizon. When the plane is angled, 
you will turn. When theplaneiconis in black, you are descending. When icon is in white, 
you are climbing.

ENGINEER’S VIEW (Port/Starboard -  sides)
The engineer/navigator controls the engines and propellers of the Mosquito.

Throttle (RPM)
Tochange throttle settings, place the joystick diamond above the RPM dial. Hold FIRE 
BUTTON and push joystick UP or DOWN to select setting.
Booster (Pitch)
Place joystick diamond above the boosterdialand adjust similar to throttle. The throttles 
and boosters function together. The throttles are like the accelerator on a car. The boosters 
(which control the angle or pitch of the propeller blades) are like the gear of a car. Set 
both high for top speed. They must be in balanceforeffirient use of power and fuel and 
to avoid over-rewing.
An engine is over-revving if the RPM needle is in the red zone. Reduce throttle 
immediately. If it won’t reduce, then theengineison fire. To prevent fire from spreading, 
use the fire extinguisher.
If the Booster does not match the throttle then the engine will either run away(overrev) 
or get bogged down (too high a gear).
Fire Extinguisher
Place the joystick diamond over the fire extinguisher. Hold FIRE BUTTON down and 
move the joystick to the RIGHT. Use extinguishes with care. Once anengineis doused, 
it's permanently out. After yon have lost an engine you must adjust dim to maintain an

Trim
' Trim controls the rudder and therefore the direction of the aircraft. Place joystick diamond 
over trim lever and move the joystick UP and DOWN with FIRE BUTTON pressed to 
adjust trim and setting and maintain desired compass heading.
Landing Gear
Landing gear will always be in up position unless you want to reduce speed suddenly. 
This is a useful tactic in trying to evade enemy fighters. Once selected, with joystick 
DOWN and FIRE BUTTON depressed, drop the gear and theMosquitowill slowdown. 
Fuel
This indicates theamount of petrol remaining. Check statusfrequently, especially on long 
range missions. When a tank is empty, move to bomb bay to view. Using the joystick 
move the diamond cursor over the fuel tank registering empty and with the FIRE 
BUTTON down, throw drop lever. Reducing the load by dropping empty tanks saves 
remaining fuel.

Flaps
To move flaps up and down, place joystick diamond over flap lever, depress FIRE 
BUTTON and move joystick UP and DOWN. Use the flaps to lose speed quickly. 
Caution: this may cause damage to aircraft.

CO N TRO L FU N CTIO NS (for Cominodore versions only)
♦  You may see your current status and pause the game by pressing

SPACE BAR or F7. ,
•  Restart the game by pressing F I  or. the RESTORE key.

*  Toggle the sound on and off with tjie F3 key.
* Use FS key to abort the mission and sfct the compass marker to return 

to home base.

SELECTING A MISSION
Once the load is completed yourGroup Captain W. J offer you the choice of PRACTICE 
or MISSION(S). Make your selection by moviq; the joystick UP or DOWN. Push the 
FIRE BUTTON to confirm your choice.

PRACTICE
Ifyou seleci^RACTICE the program will immed itely load the game. When the load is 
completed you will be airborne over the EnglishC lannel. You must engage and destroy 
enemy aircraft. When you’re eut of ammunition oi fuel, or badly damaged return to home

Use the oractice mode to familiarise Yourself w'.Vthe aircraft and its controls. To 
successfully complete PRACTICE, return to h^ ue'base intact.

MISSIONS
As a perspective Ace of Aces, you may select any number of missions. Choose amission 
with the pointer (joystick UP/DOWN, FIRE BUTTON to select). After highlighting the 
adjacent box, move point to “Begin Game” and hit FIRE BUTTON. You will then be 
presented with “Accept" or “Reject”. Ifyou choossto-“ Accept” you wifi then bepresented 
with the INTELLIGENCE REPORT.

INTELLIGENCE REPORT
CID (Central Intelligence Division) has prepared your Intelligence Report. Top secret 
information from secret agents, resistance organisations and aerial reconnaissance will 
locate the exact positions of enemy targets. Intelligence will also provide you with 
information on weather conditions, recommendid weapons and target sequence. 
Following the Intelligence Report, a Mission Map will display the location of major cities 
and targets. After you leave the Mission Map you will be presented with the Bombardier’s 
View of an empty bomb bay, ready for weapons loading.

LOADING YOUR PLANE WITH AMMUNITION AND FUEL
Now you are ready to arm your Mosquito based on your choice of targets and the 
Intelligence Report, Le. if you choose to engage only enemy bombers and their fighter 
support, you’ll want your Mosquito to be light and manoeuvrable. Therefore, concentrate 
on a maximum load made up of rockets and car non.

WEAPONS SELECTION
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If your taiget(s) are U-Boats and Trains, you’ll want to beef up your bomb load with a 
minimum of cannon and/or rockets.
If you want to take a crack at Ace of Aces status by choosing allfour missions, then you’ll 
want to carefully select your choice of weapons based on your bombing and dog fight 
capabilities and the Intelligence Report.
Move the yellow box around to select areas by pressing up or down on the joystick. If 
you wish to add or subtract bombs, rockets or cannons, move the yellow box to adjacent 
“plus or minus” signs. ^ J

weapons. I
Use the+ and- signsto add fuel tanks for long-raise missions, i.e. U-Boat. Once you’re 
armed, hit “Done” and takeoff sequence begins!
Now you’re airborne on a real mission. First check with your navigator to make sure

* While in theaitg change views by giving the fire button two quick taps. Then push the 
joystick in one of the directions as outlined belov. You may also type the appropriate 
number key.

Doubleclick and: Rigit: Starboard View or press 3
UP; Pilot View or press 1 Down: Navigator View or press 4
Left: Port View or press 2 Cettre:BombBayorpress54
* (forCommodore versions only)
AIRCRAFT CONTROLS

Pilot’s
View (Front)

Compass
Your initial compass heading is South. Change course by pushing joystick left or right. 
The compass reading wilt reflect your new direc ion. The dark line on the compass 
indicates the correct heading for the next target. After all targets have been eliminated, 
the final heading will be to your home base.
Radar
There are two radar indicators:
1. The radar “sweep screen” on theexireme right indicates the enemy aircraft’s relative 

distance from you.
2. The vertical dial indicates the enemy aircraft’, relative altitude to you.
Intercom
Your “intercom” icon indicates trouble spots in 'he aircraft. When the intercom blinks, 
hit the FIRE BUTTON twice and move joystick tt-ward trouble spot as described above. 
Practice cycling through the positions. Leant how to move smoothly to the different 
positions in yout aircraft. Alternatively press cone-ponding numeric key to select desired 
position.
Centre icon blinking, indicates a call from the bombardier that enemy ground target is 
now in sight.

NAVIGATOR’S VIEW
The map will reflect the information provided in the Intelligence Report. This includes 
target locations, enemy strengths, strategies and their destinations.

~ t  3 BOMBERS ’
1  3 V-l’s

-A- 4 SUBS 
STRAINS 
STORM CLOUDS 

YOUR PLANE

STRATEGY
Check map frequently. Watch icon movement. Get familiarwith their respective speeds. 
Your challenge is to intercept theTrain, Bombers and V-l rockets before they reach their 
destinations and to destroy the U-Boat pen before the enemy subs set out to attack Allied 
convoys in the North Atlantic.
Note: The fastest route is always a straight line from takeoff to target. The black marker 
line on the Pitot’s compass indicates the correct heading and therefore the fastest route. 
Keep that marker centred on your compass and follow your progresson the navigator’s map.

BOMBARDIER’S VIEW
The bombardier’s view will tell you how many of each weapon you have remaining. 
Fuel D rop Switches 
Drop when indicating empty 
to improve fuel economy.

Guns/Cannon Switch
Select weapons choice depending 
on target.

Bomb Bay Door
Switch open to see enemy target.

Check Navigator’s map to determine when you are in general area of enemy target. 
Decrease altitude to 1,000 feel or less and setair speed to 100 mph. Open bomb bay doors 
when you are over target, you should see enemy target-ifnot, circle back and uy again. 
Joystick UP/DOWN moves the bomb sight correspondingly in order to line up target. 
JoystickLEFT/RIGHT moves the target into view underyour cursor. When targetis in 
sights, press FIRE BUTTON to drop the bomb.

TRAIN j
The POW train is enroute to Berlin. You pust stop it and free die POW’s on board. 
Aim at'ears labelled with iron cross. Avoid Red Cross POWcars. Points are deducted if 
POW cars are bombed.
Note: You get only one crack at the POW train so be precise about altitude and airspeed.

U-BOAT
TheU-Boats are preparing an attack on North Atlantic shipping. Stop them before they 
launch. Once you have opened your bomb bay door, the U-boats will be alerted to your 
presence and begin diving. Consequently each of the U-boats will be successively smaller 
and more difficult to hit.
Note: Once underwater, they will not re-surface for the duration of your mission so be 
certain of your correct airspeed and altitude.

DOG FIGHT/BOMBERS’ TACTICS
Cross hair turns red when in range of enemy target.
Push joystick UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT t* centre target in sight, (i.e. fly your plane till 
nose points at enemy).
To switch from cannon to rocket go to bomb bay screen and push switch RIGHT or 
LEFT, you get double points for destroying enemy air targets with rockets.
Enemy fighters attack randomly without warning. Once an enemy fighter turns up on 
radar, yourplaneicon will freezeon the map. You MUST down the enemy fighter before 
he gets you. And make it quick, you’re burning up fud 
Enemy fighters will attack in greater numbers after you have struck at their Train and 
U-boat targets.
V-I Buzz Bombs
Stop theV-l’s before they launch on London. V-l’sareslowerthanfightersbutifthey’re 
too dose to your aircraft when exploded, the shrapnel may damage your Mosquito. 

Bombers
Stop the bombers before they reach London.

TIPS
Don’t double dick when firing, you may accidentally change screens. With a fall load of 
bombs you may need extra speed in order to climb.
Your airplane will speedup asyoudrop bombs and fuel tanks. The extra weight and drag 
is removed. Keep this in mind when bombing U-boats and Trains.

STA TU S SCREENS
You may see your current status and pause the game by pressing the SPACE BAR.

SCORING
Bomber -  100
V-l -  150
U-Boat -  250
Train Cars -  +200
POW Cars -  -200
Engine -  500

Rocket Kills -  Double Cannon Kill 
Safe Return -  2000
Extra Bombs -  50
rockets -  30
fuel -  10
cannon -  10

©  1986 ARTECH

This compilation ©  1987. Manuf actured in the U.K. under licence by 
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Warning Lights

__ ADF

__ Altimeter

__ Fuel Gauge

—  Chaff Set

Communications . Horizon Computer Terminal
RPM indicator Directional Compass

Heads Up Display 

Incoming^Missiie

The weaponsstoreis displayed in LED bar graphsindicatingremainingMissiles, Flares 
and Chaff. Press the 1 or 2 keys to review chopper status information or your tactical 
map, respectively.
1 Status Display
Thisrepresents your Gizmo’s present status. If any damagehasbeen sustained, the picture

displays for remaining missiles, flares and chaff. Cannon rounds axe unlimited. Pressing 
the SPACE BAR returns you to the main terminal screen.

2 Tactical Map
The top of the screen housesa small computerscreen with a digital readout. Thenumerical 
value is your calculated ADF frequency. (See Communications for more details). The 
large gridded map is a tactical map of The Country. Your position within The Country 
is displayed by a flashing sphere with a shadow underneath. The distance between the 
sphere and the shadow represents your altitude. If you have programmed the ADF, a 
small flag will appear on the map as well. This is your destination. This display can be 
used to determine your relative position to your destination at any time during your 
mission. Press the SPACE BAR to return to the main terminal.

COMMUNICATIONS

Johnny “Jimbo-Baby” McGibbits says:
“If you blow the mission, you can forget about the film rights. But hey, you’re beautiful.
I love ya\ Let’s  do lunch.”

The Whizbang Gizmo™ DHX-1 is equipped with the kind of highly sophisticated 
communications equipment that is often necessary for the successful completion of missions 
for which this machinebas been expressly designed. Pressing the * key on the keyboard 
takes you from the cockpit display to the communications terminal (which is located on 
the left of the cockpit screen). Be careful, this system can be destroyed by enemy fire. 
The system is used as follows:

Gas Grenades 
Mine Detector

Updatê
Other Important Object(s) - 
Found During Mission

Camera 

- Explosives

Item Currently Active 
(highlighted by flashing

Mapping Unit
Whileinsideanyofthecompound’sbuildings,yoirmini-mappingunitwiJlappearauhe 
.bottom of the screen. The room you are in is re; iresented by a flashing box within the 
mapper screen. All rooms are shown as boxes with ughlighted doors. Moving intoa new 
room maps it into the unit’s screen.
Rooms are colour coded as follows:
Red -  designates a room of great importance (pi ison, control room, etc.)
Green -  designates the building entrance or an Elevator.
Blue -  represents a room of no special importan e.
Searching Chests
You may search any of the chests (on the top far wail only -chests on the sidewalls seem 
to be empty...) in any room by moving in front of it and pushing up with the joystick 
until you find whatever it contains.

Doors and the Security Room
Locked doors must be deactivated before you caji enter these rooms. To unlock all the 
doors in the enemy compound, you must fust find jhe security card (search for it!) With 
it in your possession, you can unlock the doors. 'Once you have found it, a line of text 
will appear on the bottom of the inventory screen to indicate that it is in your possession. 
Now, find the security room. It is the room with the lock status indicator lights on the 
wall and a passcard slot directly below it. To unloci, the doors, stand directly in front of 
the security card slot and press the joystick up. Thi t will cause the security cardin your 
possession to be inserted into the slot, without havi ig to select it. (You cannot select this 
particular item to be active. If you have it, activ ttion will occur automatically when you 
pushup the joystick.) The lock status indicatorligl tis red when the doors in the compound 
are locked, and green when the doors are open.'

TACTICS
Bombing U-Boats/Trains


